In the present investigation we discuss the neighborhoods of analytic functions de…ned by using modi…ed sigmoid function. Further, we also give some applications of Jack's lemma.
Introduction and definitions
Sigmoid function is once the special functions which is a branch of mathematics which is of the most importance to scientists and engineers who are concerned with actual mathematical calculations such as in physics, engineering, statistics, computer science etc. The theory of special functions was initially out-shined by many other …elds like functional analysis, real analysis, topology, di¤erential equations and algebra. There is a collection of three functions known as special functions. They are the ramp function, the threshold function and the sigmoid function. The most popular among them is the sigmoid function of the form G(s) = 1 1+e s ; s 2 R: This function is called as the sigmoidal curve or logistic function and has the following properties:
It outputs real numbers between 0 and 1. It maps a very large input domain to a small range of outputs. It never loses information because it is a one-to-one function. It increases monotonically.
With all the properties mentioned in [8] sigmoid function is perfectly useful in geometric function theory.
The sigmoid function is de…ned as For details see [8] , [9] . Let A be the class of functions of the form
which are analytic in the open unit disk D = fz 2 C : jzj < 1g.
The function
which is analytic and univalent in D belongs to the class A of the form (1) for lim s!1 (s) = 2:
Let A be the class of functions f (z) = z + 1 P n=2 (s)a n z n that are analytic in
for some and > p 2(1 cos ): Recently, some neighborhoods for analytic functions were considered by Orhan and Kad¬o¼ glu [3] , Orhan and Kamali [4] , Orhan, Kad¬o¼ glu and Owa [7] , Alt¬ntaş, Özkan and Srivastava [1] , Orhan, Kamali and Owa [5] and Srivastava and Orhan [6] . Our classes of neighborhoods in the present paper are based on our new considering for the neighborhoods.
Some properties
Our …rst result is contained in
for some and > p 2(1 cos ); then f (z) 2 ( ; ; ) N (g (z)):
Proof. Note that
(s)n(a n e i b n )z n 1
(1 e i ) + (s) 1 X n=2 n a n e i b n jzj
n a n e i b n :
then we see that f 0 (z) e i g 0 (z) < where z 2 D: Thus, f (z) 2 ( ; ; ) N (g (z)): Therefore, f (z) 2 ( ; ; ) N (g (z)):
n jja n j jb n jj 1 (s)
for some and > p 2(1 cos ); and arg a n arg b n = (n = 2; 3; 4; :::); then f (z) 2 ( ; ; ) N (g (z)):
Proof. With Theorem 1, we see that 1 X n=2 n a n e i b n 1 (s)
which implies that f (z) 2 ( ; ; ) N (g (z)): Since arg a n arg b n = ; if arg a n = ' n ; then arg b n = ' n :Therefore a n e i b n = ja n j e i' n jb n j e i' n = (ja n j jb n j)e i' n ;
which implies a n e i b n = jja n j jb n jj : This completes the proof. which implies that f (z) 2 ( ; ; ) M (g (z)):
jja n j jb n jj 1 (s) p 2(1 cos ) for some ; > p 2(1 cos ); and arg a n arg b n = (n = 2; 3; 4; :::); then f (z) 2 ( ; ; ) M (g (z)):
Now, we give the necessary conditions for neighborhoods.
Theorem 7. If f (z) 2 ( ; ; ) N (g (z)) and arg(a n e i b n ) = (n 1)' (n = 2; 3; 4; :::); then 1 X n=2 n a n e i b n 1 (s) [ + cos 1]:
Proof. For f (z) 2 ( ; ; ) N (g (z)); we have f 0 (z) e i g 0 (z) = (1 e i ) + (s) 1 X n=2 n(a n e i b n )z n 1 = (1 e i ) + (s) 1 X n=2 n a n e i b n e i(n 1)' z n 1 < for all z 2 D: Let us consider z such that arg z = ': Then z n 1 = jzj n 1 e i(n 1)' :
For such a point z 2 D; we see that n a n e i b n jzj n 1 < for z 2 D: Letting jzj ! 1 ; we have that 1 X n=2 n a n e i b n 1 (s) [ + cos 1]:
Theorem 8. We also have f (z) 2 ( ; ; ) N (g (z)) and arg(a n e i b n ) = (n 1)' (n = 2; 3; 4; :::); then 1 X n=2 a n e i b n 1 (s) [ + cos 1]:
